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if lj a preacher says not to waste time doubting— then essentially he is telling you
to throw away your faith.”  Dr. Larry Finger in his Wednesday Ghapel address
College tuitions and enrollments compared
By Sue Wheeler
“The three main goals of the 
Chicago Thrust," states Dr. 
Nielson, "are to strengthen the 
already existing churches, to plant 
new churches, and to. develop 
social services programs."
The Chicago Thrust Commit­
tee has decided on six locations for 
new churches, after much in-depth 
study of ethnic populations, hous-“ 
ing characteristics, ancestry, school 
enrollm ents® places of birth, 
spoken languages, and racial back­
grounds. The six new locations are 
as follows': Chicago/Austin, 
Ashburn/Greshman, South Shore, 
West Ridge, Portage Park, and 
Avóndale/Logan Square. Three 
social service centers will also be 
established.
A church-planting team from 
M ississippi, headed by Rev. 
Charles Johnson, national consul­
tant for Church Extension Minis­
tries, will be arriving May 1, 1986. 
They will return August 1, October 
1, and again in the spring of 1987.
Rev. Wilfred Archer will be 
organizing a regional church­
planting team made up of Nazar- 
enes from the ONC educational 
region. They will be trained by
Johnson's church-planting team.
The Nazarene Headquarters is 
developing a mass media videotape 
to be used in recruiting Nazarene 
college students to work in 
Chicago, as well as for television 
presentation. A group of pastors 
from various churches will be 
flown into Chicago to observe the 
work and be oriented to the needs 
of Chicago with the intent of rais­
ing money for the project.
Rev. Tim Kilby of Kansas City, 
has been appointed assistant direc­
tor of the Chicago Thrust Commit­
tee and has recently, arrived in 
Chicago. He will be opening a 
social service center. Kilby has had 
experience with inner-city social 
service centers in Baltimore and 
Philadelphia as well as in Kansas 
City.
Also, Rev. Mike Estep has just 
been named new church exten­
sion director in the Division of 
Church Growth. He will be the 
main correspondant between 
Chicago and the Nazarene Head­
quarters.
The Chicago Thrust is building 
on the works of existing churches 
who have maintained continuity in 
the city for many years.
seems that things are going well, 
but how are they when we com­
pare figures of other colleges on 
our level?
According to the assistant 
registrar at Wheaton College, Paul 
Johnson, their spring enrollment 
declined 4.69% from the fall. 
Wheaton's headcount is now at 
2,475 compared to the fall enroll­
ment of 2,597.
However, total enrollment rose 
approximately 30 students from 
last year. For an on-campus stu­
dent taking 12-18 hours per 
semester, a full year would cost 
$9,038 (no mention was made as to 
a general fee if there is one).
When asked why Wheaton 
seemingly has such a strong enroll- 
.ment, Johnson looks to their alum­
ni for the reason. Johnson believes 
that Wheaton is a college establish­
ed by their graduates who send 
their children and highly recom­
mend it. Interestingly, 75% of 
Wheaton's students are not from Il­
linois, which would Seem to back 
Op Johnson's beliefs.
Another neighboring .college in 
a unique situation is our old rival 
Illinois Benedictine College. Bann­
ing no general fee, it would cost 
$8,000 to attend this institution»
In talking with David Striker, 
IBCs registrar, they stayed about 
equal in total enrollment between 
spring and fall, and rose 100 
students above last year. Currently 
they have approximately 630 
graduate students and iabout 1500 
undergraduates.
Striker attributes this surge or 
stability in enrollment to the clos­
ing down of Qeorge Williams Col­
lege. When George Williams clos­
ed, an increase of students unex- 
pectedly transferred into IBC.
"It is unfortunate for the college
(George Williams), but we're happy 
to take the students, and do what 
we can for them," Striker stated.
Before it closed George 
Williams had 1,115 full time 
students. According to Thomas R, 
McFaul, a vice president of the col­
lege, there was "Not enough cash 
for academics." McFaul did not go 
into detail on what exactly happen­
ed except that they had had a 
deficit for the past 10 years.
As far as re-opening, McFaul 
did say that George Williams will 
try to merge with another college 
and hope for a fall opening.
The fourth college previewed 
was Mid-America Nazarene Col­
lege. Currently they have a total 
enrollment of 971 students. That's 
down from last fall (1,042).
MANCs student body is approxi­
mately 73% Nazarene. However, 
according to Lori Ketterling, 
records manager for MANC, “An 
emphasis is being placed on 
recruitment, College Days, and 
non-Nazarene students."
Right now it would cost $6,008 
per year if you took 15 credit hours 
($105 per credit hour). This in­
cludes the general fee.
On the other hand, if you 
wanted to take 15 credit hours and 
have a beach, it would cost $6,840 
per year at Point Loma Nazarene 
College. Right now PLNC works on 
the quarter system and has 1,792 
students for total enrollment. The 
winter term had 1,093 and fall had 
1,930.
According to a very “bubbly" 
Jan Bernard, assistant dean of 
residential life, PLNC has several 
Christian high schools in the area 
from which to get students. Cur­
rently Point Loma's student body is 
41% Nazarene.
As a point of interest, Jan com­
mented that their activities include 
things like "concerts, car rallies, 
basketball and beach parties." Jan 
further quipped that it was sunny 
and 80 degrees outside. So there 
are some environmental advan­
tages (unless you like ice skating).
In all these cases, it ¡s impor­
tant to remember that each college 
is shooting'for a different part of 
the market. Wheaton tends to go 
out of state and basically shoots for 
middle to upper class students.
Illinois Benedictine obviously 
attracts more Catholic students. 
George Williams, before they shut 
down, was a college specializing in 
human services.
Mid-America has changed its 
focus slightly to recruit non- 
Nazarene students, and Point Loma 
IContinued on page 2)
Goals of Chicago Thrust
Rick Lashley plays the piano??? H H
Junior class-sponsored Star Search special guest Rick Lashley plays a Valentine on February 14.
By Milo Singleton
Olivet Nazarene College has a 
recorded head count of 1,604 
students this semester in compari­
son with L 596 students last year at 
this time. Last semester we enroll­
ed 1,673 students, which was a 
drop of 69 students between
f- CAMPUS CANDID
semesters.
While no one wants to lose 
students! there is a silver lining that 
this represents only a4.1%  decline, 
whereas Olivet has historically 
averaged near 7% for the past 10 
years.
In comparison with our past, it
Ah,. . .  which way did he go?
Of ivet (Um m w  CoUmt
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Nazarene Colleges comparison
IContinued from page 1}
is more community-oriented than 
any of the others.
Olivet tends to be priced so 
that almost anyone who wants a 
private, liberal arts education with 
a Christian purpose can have one. 
While it is expensive to go here, 
Olivet is still one of the least expen­
sive.
According to John Mongerson,
director of admissions at Olivet, 
“Our main purpose is to-provide a 
service to as many students as we • 
can, and to operate as a ministry of 
the Church of the Nazarene." 
Mongerson disliked the notion of 
going out and trying to get numbers 
to fill the dorms.
He further clarified this {joint 
by saying, "If you were selling 




East met West last week-on the Glieriecke Bridge that joins East 
Berlin to West Berlin as political prisoners were exchanged. The 
most celebrated of the prisoners is Anatoly Shcharansky, held in 
prisons and labor camps since 1978. Shcharansky's story has receiv­
ed mtlch press the last several years because of the efforts of his 
wife, Avital, who has traveled over much of the world seeking the 
release of her husband; they were married the day before she left 
for Jerusalem, with the vain hope that the two could leave the 
Soviet Union together. Meanwhile, fellow Soviet dissident Andrei 
Sakharov (whose wife is in the U.S. for medical treatment) is still in 
exile in Gorky.
Expect to see the Shcharansky's story in-book form soon, with a 
televison movie sure to follow.
Port-Au-Prlnce
A military junta took control of Haiti as Jean-Claude Duvalier 
fled for temporary exile in France last week. No nation has as yet 
agreed to keep Duvalier permanently. The new ruling council is 
headed by Lt. Gen. Henri Namphy, and is made up mostly of 
former Duvalier insiders and government officials. There is no con­
sensus as to whether this government is really new or merely taking 
over where Duvalier left off. There is much praise, however, for the 
proposed agenda stated by the junta, including the holding of 
democratic elections. Celebrations in both Haiti and "little 
Haiti" -  Miami, Florida—continue, although in Haiti the junta has 
enacted curfews that extend through the late afternoon and eve­
nings in an effort to prevent more violence.
The Philippines
The ruling assembly came to a 
final decision on the election here 
last week for President.
President Ferdinand Marcos 
was declared the winner by the 
majority of the assembly; the an­
nouncement came minutes after 
the m in o rity -w h o  supported 
challenger Corazon Aquino—walk­
ed out in protest of Marcos' blatant 
election abuses and frauds. The 
committee of U.S. congressmen 
overseeing the election are repor­
ting back that “Marcos has to go."
U.S. President Ronald Reagan 
has stated that he will support 
whoever is elected. Reagan's an­
nouncement-coming before the 
final cou n t-is seen by some to 
have given Marcos the confidence 
to continue his dishonest practices. 
Meanwhile, Aquino is still asking 
Marcos to step down quietly, say­
ing that he has lost the confidence 
of the people, and that he will lose 
his office one way or another. Look 
for there to be more violence as ac­
cusations and fists fly.
Corozan Aquino
V* E l .
Ferdinand Marcos
Continuing in the News.
. . .  Oil prices fell below $ 16 a barrel (42 gallons); this translates into 
wholesale prices of about 52«; for you and me at the pumps that 
means it is now below a dollar in most places, and $1.17 or 
more in Kankakee.
. . .  President Reagan announces plans for the future, including bud­
get cuts for domestic spending and plans for a new supersonic 
jet, the Orient Express, that will fly from New York to Tokyo in 
two hours.
. . .  Israeli fighter pilots forced down a plane thought to be holding 
terrorists; no terrorist; but there were diplomats—extremists in 
the Middle East are vowing retaliation.
. . .  South African President Pieter Botha is feeling pressure to step 
down; it is being intensified as his health gets worse; the 70- 
year-old president's term runs until 1992.
BULLETIN:
Early this week Corozan Aquino announced a program of non­
violent civil disobedience aimed at destroying the government of 
Ferdinand Marcos, who has claimed victory in the election held 
February 7. Chief among her plans is a “national day of prayer and 
nonviolent protest." Bet for the day after Marcos' inauguration on 
February 25, the action would include boycotts of nationally-owned 
media and and companies; the boycott organizers are prepared to go 
on for months. ,
Aquinos' running mate, Salvador Laurel, was quoted as saying, 
“We will not follow, we will not obey, we will not honor, we will 
not respect the orders of this unwanted regime.”
something, your entire focus would 
be on the number you sell-and we 
don't want to do that here. We're 
not in business simply to make a 
profit form having so many 
students in school.
“We want to get as many as we 
can for two reasons: tp offer the 
service to as many people and to 
bring in revenue to’ provide better 
{Programs. But we don't bring them 
in to have so many numbers and to 
make a profit."
Even though Olivet isn't 
motivated purely by profit, it still 
needs a healthy amount of students 
to make ends meet. There's not an 
exact figure on what a "healthy 
amount' is, but according to Jim 
Knight, Olivet's registrar and 'assis­
tant dean' of instruction, "The 
highest head count at one time was 
2,134, and no one was complain­
ing.
Mongerson did say that a goal 
of 400 freshmen each fall and 30 
each spring is a good aim, and he 
listed dt least six areas that Olivet is 
exploiting, besides basic recruit­
ment, to attract these students:
, Sending forms to students for refer­
rals, advertising in Campus Life 
magazine, M oody Monthly, Chris­
tian high school yearbooks, WCFL, 
and - by visiting high schools at 
career nights. 1
As far as Mongerson is con­
cerned, Olivet is saturating its 
market with advertisements and 
recruitm ent. "There’s nothing 
essential that we're not doing that 
we need to do." -
On a final note, - I asked 
1 Mongerson if the conservative at­
mosphere hampers his job, and he 
responded by saying, "I think that 
in our situation we have a given 
framework within which we work, 
'and that framework is that we are a 
conservative college. So I can't look 
at that as something of a hinder- 
ance. It is something that is simply 
the framework within which we 
work."/
All the people interviewed in 
this article were optimistic about 
their colleges (even George 
Williams, to an extent) because of 
the tough times and their drive to 
keep going. While it is impossible 
to compare Olivet with PLNC or 
Wheaton because of their different 
purposes, markets, and locations, it 
is still good to know that the 
private liberal arts colleges are do­




By Teresa Beth Ulmet
Vice Pcesident of Spiritual Life
V . f
f i f w e -
"Very early in the morning, while it was still dark, Jesus got up, 
left the house and went off to a solitary place, where he prayed." 
Mark 1:35.
Elwood Sanner says that this is where Jesus received his “mar­
ching orders." It is here in this solitary place that Jesus heard the still 
small voice that was inaudible to anyone else around Him. It was 
here that the comfort, strength and rest came for our Lord. And, it 
was here that the devil's schemes were brought to light through the 
illuminating, detecting light of the Holy Spirit.
Ephesians 5:11 and 16b says this “Put on the full armor of God 
so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. Take up 
the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming ar­
rows of the evil one."
How can we put on the full armor of God? Ephesians 5:17-18 
has the answer: "Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the 
Spirit, which is the WORD OF GOD. And pray in the Spirit on all 
occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With this in min<J, 
be alert and always keep on praying for all the saints."
The way to be victorious over a critical spirit and a negative at­
titude which, I'm convinced, are the fiery arrows of the devil is to 
read the Word and stay on your knees seeking the illumination of 
the Holy Spirit on your pathway.
Get in your solitary place because it's time to receive your mar- 
ching orders!
Amen!
— Parent Weekend Schedule
Friday, M arch 7 
8 p.m. - Lamelle Harris Concert - 
Chalfant Auditorium 
10 p.m. - Planetarium Show - Stric- 
kler Planetarium
Saturday, M arch 8 
9:30 a.m. - Brunch - "Miz Maudie" 
the Minnie Pearl of the Church 
of the Nazarene - Fashion 
Show - Ludwig Center 
11:30 - 1 p.m. - Open House in 
Residence Halls
11:30 a.m. - Planetarium Show - 
Strickler Planetarium 
1 p.m. - Dedication of Sophomore 
Nursing Students - College 
Church
1:30 p.m. - All-Star Student Intra­
murals - Birchard Gym 
2:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show - 
Strickler Planetarium
3 p.m. - Drama Production - Kresge 
Auditorium
4:30-6 p.m. - Buffet Dinner - Lud­
wig Center
7:30 p.m. - Drama/Concert Singers 
Kresge Auditorium
9:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show - , 
Strickler Planetarium
The Bookstore will be open from 
8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The Red Room will also be open 
Friday evening and all day Sat­
urday. Coupons will be includ­
ed with Parents Weekend 
tickets. - 1 .
Sunday, M arch 9
9:30 a.m» - Continental Breakfast 
■ and Sunday School - Ludwig 
Center. Lesson by Dr. David 
Kale
10:50 a.m. - Church
Ray Parpart and Janelle Taggart taking advantage of ONC’s Career Center, located in lower level 
Burke.
Career Center offers valuable, varied job options
By Janelie R. Taggart
The Career Center offers many 
options for those graduating in May 
or for those looking for summer 
jobs.
For seniors, the Center offers 
resume writing seminars every two 
weeks. These seminars help the 
student create his own resume, 
write cover letters, and establish a 
credentials file. The next seminar is 
scheduled for Feb. 24 at 3:30.
Career Center Secretary Mary 
Anderson commented, “Knowing 
somebody is the main key to get a 
job."
Besides looking at job listings, 
students are encouraged to develop 
interview skills and establish their 
own contacts for job possiblities.
Professors Frank Garton and 
Dr. Larry Reinhart are counselors 
to help students sort out their op­
tions. Information on graduate
schools is also available.
For those looking for summer 
work, the Career Center has a file 
of job listings with possibilities 
ranging from government intern­
ships to summer camp positions. 
The Career Center is established to 
help students find work.
Watch the Tiger Talk for new 
job opportunities.
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Susan Meek, Lisa Swanson, Lisa Foster and Glenna Ludwig singing “L.O.V.E.” during the comedy 
competition.
Star Search
Joyce Dean and Carol Johnson singing “Ebony and Ivory.”
Remembering Abraham Lincoln
By Heidi Vastbinder
Hearing the name Abraham 
Lincoln stirs up a number of im­
ages: the Civil War, top hats, eman­
cipation of slaves, five dollar bills, 
and honesty, just to name some. 
Few other presidents have been 
given as much attention and study 
as this lanky Illinois lawyer-be- 
come-president. Maybe his life is 
still intriguing because it carries all 
the elements of the typical "hard 
work and integrity will pay o ff 
story.
Almost everyone has heard the 
tale where young Abe, while work­
ing in a general store, overcharged 
a customer by a few cents and 
walked several long miles to make 
restitution for his mistake.
However, this glimpse of Abra­
ham Lincoln fails to account for 
some other less known facts about 
the sixteenth president. Most peo­
ple do not know:
-th a t Abraham Lincoln pro­
posed to a Mary S. Owens and was 
turned down.
-th a t Lincoln had premoni­
tions of his death by violent means 
years before it happened.
-th a t Lincoln was the tallest 
Representative ever elected to the 
House and his political rival, Il­
linois State Senator Stephen Doug­
las, was the shortest.
-th a t Lincoln and Douglas 
both vied for the hand of Mary 
Tod$, with Lincoln eventually tri­
umphing.
Aside from these rather trivial 
facts about Lincoln's life, there ex­
ists a philosophical depth which 
characterizes the man Abe Lincoln. 
Many are familiar with several of 
his often-quoted lines, as "Better to 
remain silent and be thought a fool, 
than to speak and remove all 
doubt."
Other statements reflect his 
views of politics, and particularly 
the office of the presidency: "I can­
not run this thing (the presidency) 
upon the theory that every office­
holder must think I am the greatest 
man in the nation, and I will not."
Lincoln's high emphasis on 
values and honor in life transcend­
ed the mere honesty of his 
character. He stated concerning 
this issue of principles: “Important 
principles may, and must, be in­
flexible."
Lincoln also valued humility. 
In one instance upon meeting in 
the park a private soldier who was 
angry at being discharged without 
due pay, Lincoln left the soldier 
with an indorsement to settle the 
financial matter. Lincoln never 
revealed his identity to the soldier 
who had formerly been enraged at 
the government and who had been 
swearing at the president.
These are just some insights in­
to the "not so well known" Lincoln. 
February 12 marks Abraham Lin­
coln's 177th birthday. Perhaps this 
man of accomplishment deserves 
more than just a postal holiday 
commemoration.
Four attend Purdue conference
Dorothy White, Gailynn Culp 
and Sandy Cleveland went with 
Diana Richardson to a Retail Man­
agement Conference at Purdue 
University on February 6 and 7.
The conference is designed to 
bring together industry experts and 
prospective retailers. Some of the 
sessions were: “Measurements of
Success—How Retailing Executives 
are Evaluated" by David Montieth, 
Shillito Likes; "Communication 
Skills in Retailing by Cathyreen 
Hass, Chas. Stevens; "Mounting a 
Store Promotion" by Ric Wanetik, 
Marshall Field's; "Recent Trends in 
Retailing Computers" by Mark 
Mauseth, Computerland.
G & G STUDIOS
Resumes • Business Cards 
•  Wedding Invitations 
> Graduation Announcements





A merciless February dance
By Jay Martinson
The first day of February had given us a cool dry evening. The 
wind danced cruelly across the small parking lot, racing up to its 
partners and teasing each one as if to kiss, before mercilessly slapp­
ing and running away from them in a whirl. The partners-a van, a 
huge Ford LTD, a Jeep, a Chevy Chevett.e and a Monte Carlo.
On the other side of the window we sat in the wooden booth — 
waiting for thè pizza, engaged in conversation.
My gaze wandered out the window just in time to see the LTD 
start up. Brake lights, a gush of exhaust, headlights, backup lights, 
and motion. The motion continued to hold my gaze, Suddenly there 
was the simultaneous rocking of the van and the appearance of the 
LTDs brake lights once again.
'That guy hit him! Look!" I said pointing. "He backed right into 
that van." Jeanette turned and looked out the window to her left.
"Just watch him, I bet he’s going to drive right away!" I was ris­
ing from my seat, as if to run outside and stop him. "He's going to 
drive away."
The car had  started to move forward. 'I can’t believe it!" By this 
time I was angry. “I ought to do something," I said, looking about me 
to see if anyone else had just witnessed it also. Apparently no one 
had. I was about ready to break through the window, stop the car 
and jerk the guy out. He wasn't going to just drive away. He didn't 
know that I  had seen him. I felt so proud of myself for some 
reason.
The LTD stopped.
It had merely pulled ahead back into its original spot. The door 
opened. My heart was racing.
Slowly, a man appeared. An older man. He stood up. The wind 
opened his blue and black checked wool jacket. His dark yet gray­
ing hair was tossed about. His face looked tired. He didn't look 
upset. He just looked tired.
He slowly walked with a slight limp over to the van. He looked 
at the pushed-in bumper, and turned and walked toward the 
restaurant.
A change came over me. "No, go back!", I thought to myself. 
"Nobody but myself saw it, just leave.”
The car door on the passenger side opened. The man stopped. 
He turned and walked back to his car and helped out a women. As 
he helped her get out, he reached for her walker, which she took, 
and started slowly toward the door of the restaurant.
I exchanged glances with Jeanette. We both seemed to feel the 
same thing.
The glass door opened and they came inside.
"No, n o . . .just leave."
A waitress walked over. He explained. She nodded, looked 
around, and then walked from booth to booth. The couple stood by 
the counter. He had a full day's growth of beard. His face was red 
from the cold. His thin hair was scattered about his head in several 
directions. He didn't look dirty, he just looked tired. The woman, 
leaning on her walker, had the same look on her face. It wasn't fear, 
it wasn't surprise, it wasn't embarrassment, it wasn't shame, but 
rather it portrayed a sense of duty.
The waitress then stopped at the comer booth, where a young 
family sat. She was talking to a large man, dressed in blue jeans and 
a sports jersey. He stood up.
"No, not him; he's going to be angry," I thought as we watched 
him walk over to the couple. The older man, expression unchanged, 
addressed the younger man.
They left the building and walked over to the van. The younger 
man, dressed only in jersey and jeans, arrived first in front of the 
van.
Soon, the three of them stood exchanging pieces of paper, and 
silent words which were lost fortever in the winter wind.,
The younger man returned through the glass door and over to 
his seat. He didn't seem all that bad. He had a slight smile as he sat 
down and looked across the table at his wife. He picked up a piece 
of cold pizza.
I turned again to the window. He was helping her into the car 
again. Then he slowly walked around the car and got inside. He 
looked so tired, yet so unchanged. Brakelights, a gush of exhaust, 
headlights, backup lights, and motion once again. Once straighten­
ed out, the huge car slowly pulled off.
I looked back to Jeanette, and to our pizza which had finally ar­
rived. '
Outside, the wind danced cruelly across the .small parking lot, 
racing up to its partners and teasing each one as if to kiss, before 
mercilessly slapping and running away from them in a whirl.
Only the finest 
will do 
at savings to you!
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Cash & Carry
HOURS: 8:30 to 6 dally; 8:30 to S Saturday 
W e're right c lo s e  to  cam p u s
.from Quûûe^Æfed?
FLOWERS, GIFTS 
A N D  ANTIQUES
21 00  E. Maple • Kankakee • 933-2295 
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Student Forum
ONC Concert Band invades Disneyworld on tour
Could you imagine Scott 
Peace cleaning sand out of his toes 
at a pizza restaurant? Or Jill 
Duerksen cuddling a stuffed 
Grover? Or 16 guys playing foot­
ball on the beach? Or Nanci Aylor 
sleeping on the floor of the bus?
There were a lot of crazy antics 
that took place when the concert 
band toured Florida during 
Christmas break, but there were 
also times that were not so 
frivolous.
This was only the second time 
in Olivet’s history that the concert 
band has toured Florida; the 
previous time was in 1982. It was 
the first time - that any Olivet 
ensem ble has perform ed in 
Disneyworld. The trip itself capped 
off an impressive fund-raising ef­
fort involving nine months of plan­
ning, selling, washing cars, and do­
ing just about anything to raise the 
$5,000-plus necessary to get there. 
The musical group, in addition to 
the Disney concert on January 4, 
also played in Tampa and Lakeland 
churches and received a standing 
ovation.
On January 1, 1986, the charter 
bus driven by Mr. Bob Wilken 
pulled up in front of the Larsen 
Fine Arts Center. Bert Ackerman 
and a crew of seven men loaded 
(miraculously) a mass assemblage 
of instruments, equipment, stands 
and luggage onto the bus.
Shortly after 7 a.m. the bus, 
rolled out of the Larsen parking lot. 
Doc Newcomb and Scott Peace, 
started the tour off right with a 
M cK enzie B ro th ers routine: 
"Welcome to our tour, eh. All right, 
we have three rules that everyone 
must follow. Number one, there 
will be no sleeping allowed (except 
on the bus). Number two, you 
MUST have fun. And number 
three, you are not allowed to study, 
look at textbooks, or talk about 
n isty things like grade point aver­
ages or exams."
Dr. Hopkins added his own 
rule to that: "You will perform well 
at the concerts."
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Twenty hours in a bus with these people?
After 10 hours on the road, the 
bus came to the first layover, Chat­
tanooga. The plan was to stay in 
economy motels en route, and we 
would stay in homes of Nazarenes 
in Florida. One bit of advice: do not 
stay in Econo Lodge motels, unless 
you like cockroaches and no hot 
water. (We stayed somewhere else 
on the way back.)
They do have neat vibrating 
beds that cost 25* and last 15 
m inutes-but the effect is lost 
when 10 people try to lie on the 
same bed.
We got up early the next day 
and got back on the bus. Our next 
stop was 10 hours and many fast 
food breaks later: Tampa, Florida 
(70° F.). The weather was warm: 
high 70s and 80s. The water at 
Clearwater beach was cold (but not 
too cold for baritonist Fred Yantes 
who dived right in), but the sand 
was hot and the sun felt good.
And the band obeyed Dr. 
Hopkins' rule of performing well. 
He directed a fine concert at
Disneyw orld w hich included 
"Sleigh Ride," "Am erica the 
Beautiful" and others (including 
"Eye of the Tiger"); and the crowd 
loved it.' We played at sunset on a 
dock overlooking a sparkling lake 
that reflected twinkling shore 
lights. Just off stage right was a 
brightly-lit steamboat restaurant 
that added a touch of magic to the 
dreamy concert setting. The con­
cert lasted a half hour but it seemed 
like five minutes.
The interesting part about per­
forming at Disneyworld is the 
chance to be "backstage” and see 
where they build floats and stage 
sets. We also got to enter a secret 
door to the Magic Kingdom 
because we were special. The 
Disney people are also very, very 
particular about how you behave if 
you are part of the "cast" there. 
They expect you to look sharp.
The trip was a week long, but 
most of that trip was on the bus. 
You have not lived until you ride 
with 38 other wild musicians for 
two days solid.
Dr. Hopkins sang, Cindy 
Payne drank eight gallons of Pepsi 
a day, saxophonist Jeff Webb 
played Trivial Pursuit and wore 
funny hats, Janet Ami laughed (and 
laughed and laughed), trombonist 
Dan Cox told dumb jokes, Eileen 
Corbuss read Cosmo, Brian “the 
Refrigerator" Johnson listened to 
his Walkman, Terry Fisher ter­
rorized people, percussionist Bren­
da Hanson watched for Waffle 
House, , percussionist Dave Rees 
wrote poetry, and clarinetist Kevin 
Webster spent time in the little pot­
ty room. And everybody slept!
Bassoonist JoAnn Lichte, a 
Florida resident) is to be con­
gratulated for putting the itinerary . 
together. Phil Davisson, who plays 
the French horn and ministers as 
the chaplain, provided spiritual in -' 
sight during devotional times (one 
of those times was in the dark and 
another was cramped into a motel 
room). Clarinetist Kelly Bryant 
charmed the audience with her 
'record plug" to sell albums. Jodi
Rial was threatened for sitting on 
pillows. And the percussion section 
(Olivet's finest ever) provided com­
edy entertainment as well as 
musical excellence.
The tour was tiring, . but 
nothing has ever drawn the concert 
band closer together. You may 
have noticed how band members 
like to hang out together. We found 
out on this Florida trip just how 
special we are to each other. I think 
you will notice the-close fellowship 
affects our music as well. Care to 
join us? We have openings in many 
sections.
It was hard to come back to Il­
linois, Olivet, snow, cold, classes, 
Saga, and dorm life after such a 
great time. After everything was 
unloaded from the bus and the 
floor was swept and the suitcases 
carried inside, I noticed Dr. 
Hopkins standing very quietly by 
himself. He smiled, and I said, "It 
was a lot of work."
“Anything worthwhile is," he 
' said.
The crew parties down.
Spring Revival in review. ..
As life goes by, the key question is: Where do we go from here?
By Mark Arni
Olivet's spring revival this year 
was definitely a time that many 
people will not quickly forget. The 
messages were simple as well as 
direct and relevant, while the obe­
dience of many students and others 
was genuine and immediate.
Olivet's musical groups con­
tributed much to the services, and 
the prayer times each night were 
also moments of personal examina­
tion and growth. The services were 
great, but humans cannot live on 
past blessings. As life goes by, the 
key question is: Where do we go 
from here? How can we solidify 
the personal' decisions and com­
mitments that were made so that 
we will not be "Back in the same 
old rut" when the next "revival" 
comes?
Dr. Sanders and Rev. Warrick 
gave us some helpful answers dur­
ing the chapel services of this past 
week. The scriptural phrase from 
Philippians 1:10 which Rev. War­
rick used especially stands out in 
my mind; "approve the things that 
are excellent in order to be sincere 
and blameless until the day of 
Christ" (NASB). Our speaker sug­
gested that a key to victorious, hap­
py Christian living is found, not in 
focusing upon the denial aspect of 
discipleship, but in being so much
in love with Christ that our daily 
obedience simply is a natural, 
freely-made choice in response to 
what He has done (and is continu­
ing to do right now) in our in­
dividual lives.
Though the "life of the Spirit” is 
one of freedom (John 8:36], our 
desires are not in line "with God’s
purposes and plans for us as in­
dividuals. The Christian life 
therefore involves freely choosing 
the things that we want to do-not 
the things we have to do. As Dr. 
Lyons says, "The code word is 
’may,’ not 'musf." In his letter to the 
Galatians, the Apostle Paul penned
these words concerning the matter:
THE GLASS MENAGERIE by Kip*
"For you were called to freedom, 
brethren; only do not turn your 
freedom into an opportunity for the 
flesh, but through love serve one 
another. . .If  we live by the Spirit, 
let us also walk by the Spirit." 
(Galatians 5:13, 25; NASB.)
As our lives are motivated by 
these desires, other people will take
note. Our love “will abound still 
more and more in real knowledge 
and discernment," we will show 
evidence of "being filled with the 
fruit of righteousness,” and our 
lives will continually become 
" . .  .rooted and grounded in love” 
(Phil. 1:9, 11; Gal. 3:17.) After all, 
isn't this what holy' living is all 
about? Revival can be here to stay.
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By John M. Hardin
Last Friday night (St. Valentine's Day) the Kankakee Valley Theatre opened its production of the 
Broadway musical, "Sugar,” an uproariously funny show. Although the musical numbers in this show, 
which is based on the screenplay "Some Like It Hot," a comedy which starred Tony Curtis, Jack Lem­
mon and Marilyn Monroe, are on the whole less than memorable, the hilarious non-musical scenes 
carry this show, which opened on Broadway in April 1972 and ran for over a year and over 500 per­
formances.
"Sugar" opens with Sweet Sue (played by Terry Crawford) and her all-girl band performing at the 
Chicago Theatre in 1931. Sweet Sue's main performer is Sugar Kane (Linda Fiscus), but Sue is miss­
ing a sax and a bass in her band. Joe (Brian Thomas) and Jerry (Dean Kent) come to apply for the jobs, 
but the only problem is that they aren't girls.
Lamenting their misfortune, they head to the Musicians' Union Hall, where they are joined by 
other out-of-work musicians (it is a depression year), and they all sing "Pennyless Bums," the best 
number in the whole production. A little while later, Joe and Jerry witness a rub-out-St. Valentine's 
Day massacre, if you w ill-o f some mobsters by Spats Palazzo (Larry Cianfrogna, who does a pretty 
good James Cagney impersonation) and his thugs. On the run from Spats, Joe and Jerry show up at the 
Dearborp Street Ration, where Sweet Sue and her.band are preparing to leave for Florida. Dressed in 
drag to evade the mob, they make their entrance singing "The Beauty That Drives Men Mad," the fun­
niest number in the show.
Joe and Jerry, now Josephine and Daphne, Sweet Sue's new "female" sax and bass players, travel to 
Florida with the rest of the band on the train. During the trip, Jerry/Daphne and Sugar, become close 
friends and sing "We Could Be Close.” Sugar also confides in Joe/Josephine that she was always weak 
for sax players, especially if they played a few bars of "My Melancholy Baby. But she says she is going 
to meet a young, near-sighted millionaire in Florida. Naturally, both Joe and Jerry fall for the pretty 
Sugar. The rest of the play relates the comic antics of these two men who are still trying to evade the 
mob, and who are trying to win the affections of Sugar.
For a musical which is named for its leading woman, it is odd that two other women steal the 
limelight. Brian Thomas and Dean Kent are excellent as women, and make the whole show worth 
seeing with their good-humored and comical impersonations. Thomas looks ridiculous in his size 14 
high heels. Ken, however, almost makes the audience believe he is truly a woman, maybe because his 
character almost believes he is a woman in the play. These funny sort of twists that happen to his_ 
character, his low, definitely male laugh, and his entertaining actions establish Kent as the audiences? 
favorite, and deservedly so. Another person who deserves credit is Nancy Bowser, the costumer. She 
did wonderful work, and most of her costumes are very colorful, adding to the early 1930s setting.
"Sugar" continues this weekend on both Friday and Saturday nights at 8 o'clock. Tickets should be 
available at the door-the crowd was disappointingly small on opening night-before the perfor­
mance, which is being staged at the Kankakee High School auditorium, or call 935-8510 for more in­
formation. •
"Sugar" makes for a very enjoyable night of entertainment. If you enjoy comedy, this is where you 
should |be this weekend. "Sugar" is sure to satisfy your sweet tooth.
ASG wants students to get involved
By Rod Thill 
ASG President
What kind of expressions come 
to mind when you see the title 
"ASG"? Maybe something like "big 
deal," "so what!" or "get a real job!." 
Responses like these are typical. 
What does ASG do? Allow me to try 
to answer this question by giving 
you some information from the 
Student Handbook.
ASG is the Associated Students 
Government. "Executive authority 
of thé ASG rests in a President, two 
Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, and 
Secretary, elected yearly by the 
student body. These officers are 
resp o n sib le  for lead ersh ip , 
organization, and the execution of 
the council's passed legislation. An 
executive council, composed of 
these five officers and two students 
appointed by the president of ASG, 
is responsible for emergency deci­
sions.
Legislative authority rests in 
the Student Council which is com­
posed of 25 members elected from 
the student body. They include the 
executive officers, the class 
presidents, MRA and  ^ WRA 
presidents, the editors of the 
Aurora and Glimmerglass, and the 
class representatives.
Judicial authority is given to 
the Student Tribunal. The Tribunal 
is responsible for handling disputes 
between a student and the council, 
a club organization and the council, 
or between clubs. The members 
are elected by the Council."
The Social Committee, under 
the leadership of the Vice-President 
of Social Affairs, is involved in the 
programming of activities and 
events on campus. The members of 
the Social Committee are elected 
yearly by. their classmates and this 
committee is responsible for such 
things as Ollies Follies, and the 
Christmas and Valentine parties.
The student council sponsors 
several religious organizations for
the purpose of fostering a vital 
spiritual life on the campus and 
providing opportunities for Chris-- 
tian service.
The Spiritual Life Committee 
assumes responsibility for three on- 
campus programs, namely: Prayer 
Band which meets in Kelley Prayer 
Chapel for Christian worship and 
fellowship; Sunrise which is de­
signed to maintain a missionary 
emphasis among the students, pro­
vide fellowship for students 
preparing for the mission field, pro­
mote the urban ministries in 
Chicago each week; and Chaplain 
Ministries which promotes growth 
and worship through devotions in 
the residence halls.
Spiritual Life also directs three 
off-campus ministries which in­
clude: Life-Song Ministries, Omega 
P ro d u ctio n s®  C om p assion ate 
Ministries and Evangels. These 
organizations are responsible for 
the off-campus ministries of the 
students involving services and 
witnessing programs in the chur­
ches on the educational zone, and 
ministry in the local Kankakee 
area through service organizations 
and rest homes. Every student is 
invited To participate in Spiritual 
Life activities with on-campus and 
off-campus interests.
The Aurora yearbook publica­
tion and The Glimmerglass news­
paper publication are part of the 
ASG organization. The Men's 
Residence Association and the 
Women's Residence Association 
are part of the ASG structure. 
These two organizations both plan 
activities for the men and women 
of our campus.
Also, under the jurisdiction of 
the student council the various 
academic and social clubs carry out 
their various activities.
The Executive Officers of ASG 
along with the student council 
serve "to secure a closer relation­
ship between the students and the
administration, to provide for the 
regulation and coordination of stu­
dent activities, and to foster and 
perpetuate desirable practices and 
traditions among the students of 
the college," as stated in the pream­
ble of the ASG Constitution.
I hope this helps you unders­
tand more of what the officers and 
representatives of the Student 
Council are trying to do. I don't 
want this to be just a bunch of 
words that every ASG president 
has to abide by. Hopefully, you can 
be made more aware of what's go­
ing on and become involved your­
self. Talk to the executive officers 
and Student Council members. Let 




Below is the first o f  a  new series 
o f short mystery stories. It places you 
in the role o f detective. Given the 
situation, clues, evidence, and any 
other important information, it is your 
jo b  to solve the mystery. Some mys­
teries will be simple, others more com­
plex. The solution will be printed in 
the next issue along with a new story. 
I  wish you good luck and caution you 
to read carefully.
S i .
" Jh e  perfect night for a murder," the captain comments as 
your car turns into the lane leading up to the Tagerty Mansion. The 
mansion is a very large house hidden in a grove of trees at the top of 
Ridgewood Bluff. The bluff rises several hundred feet above a long, 
narrow beach bordering the sea. The mansion itself rests upon a 
large ledge extending out. over the beach below.
Upon arriving at the front of the large home yoq are met by 
several officers and a gentleman dressed in a smoking jacket bear­
ing the monogram W.T. The captain introduces the man as Wine- 
ford Tagerty and asks him to review the happenings of the evening, 
evening.
‘“My wife and I," begins Tagerty, 'were enjoying an evening 
alone when the upstairs phone rang. I excused myself and quickly 
went to answer it. When I picked up the receiver no one was on the 
line.
"At that point, I heard my wife scream. I raced downstairs and 
found my wife dead on the floor. I was momentarily stunned, but as 
my wits returned to me I noticed the patio doors standing open. I 
passed through the doors out into the garden. I looked around the 
back lawn and saw someone running away from the house toward 
the bluff. I began to chase him and recognized the man to be Peter­
son.
"I yelled for him to stop, and he did. He turned toward me and 
then I saw him throw something over the edge of the cliff. I couldn't 
see what it was but it made a line of sparks upon striking the rocks 
as it fell. Before I could get closer to him, he disappeared into the 
trees and I lost sight of him. I quickly returned to the house and 
phoned the police."
Captain Montgomery informs you that the man Tagerty re fe rl 
red to, Nick Peterson, is the caretaker of the mansion and that he is, 
being held in custody at the station.
"Peterson," the captain begins, 'claims that he returned to check 
on the lock on the patio doors which he had fixed earlier in the day. 
He claims that he saw Mr. and Mrs. Tagerty fighting. “Then, in a 
Tage, Mr. Tagerty struck his wife with a small statue. Peterson said 
that he panicked and ran across the back lawn to the trees. He then 
/ says he went straight home. We picked him. up there about 40 
minutes ago." 1
Montgomery tells you that Peterson and the Tagertys have had 
words concerning his salary, and on several occasions Peterson has 
threatened them. Also, Montgomery informs you that Tagerty 
would gain nothing from the death of his wife.
The captain motions to one of the officers who hands him a 
small brass figurine partially smeared with blood. “After hearing 
Tagerty's story I sent two of the boys down to the beach to look for 
the object Peterson pitched. They found this below the spot Tagerty 
identified."
Following a moment of thought, you suggest that Captain Mont­




Leon Patillo is back and he is fashioning his first album since he took off for a year. The album, 
Love Around the World, is awesome if you're a Patillo fan and just plain good if you're not. The album 
has some old Leon mixed in with some new sounds. Songs like "Up and Over" and "I’ll Be With You' 
fashion that Joe Cool baritone voice. And other songs like “Fire” and "One Thing Leads To Another" 
feature some high-pitched "new edition" backups.
Two cuts on the album deserving special merit include the title cut, "Love Around the World” and 
"Magic Man” because on both of these songs Leon does all the music, the lead, and background vocals.
Of course Leon gets frisky on one song entitled "Treat Her Like a Lady.” Let’s face it. Leon, is a 
lady's man and by taking basic Bible principles, he sings about how men should treat women, Lyrics 
in the song like, "We can talk about the many things building up inside.. . '  and "My goal in life is to 
give you more love, honesty and security, but I still want to be the very best friend anyone cou ld .. .* 
are a far cry from Leon's counterparts in the secular world.
This is an obvious lesson for those freshmen (and some upper-classmen, for shame) that lust in 
Williams Lounge.. .the Passion Pit. After Leon gets the over sexed people's attention, he hits them 
with a Biblical passage and soon to be great hymn of the church-The Lord's Prayer. If everyone could 
^ sing hymns in this manner, I might even attend Wednesday night church more regularly.
Overall, the best songs on the album are "One Thing Leads to Another" which is number 5 on the 
Key City Countdown and "Treat Her Like a Lady" which is an object lesson in itself.
Go out, buy this album, and don’t wait for Christmas, because it is a five star creation for sure.
Probately yours,
Milo ‘Chapman* Singleton
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Senior recitals set for March, April
By Anne West
Five seniors have music 
recitals coming up this semester. A 
lot of hard work and preparation 
goes into thes^performances. ;
. JoAnn Lichte and Jeff Webb, 
both music education majors, will 
perform on Sunday, March 6 at 7 
p.m. JoAnn, a mezzo-soprano, will 
sing arias from several operas, in­
cluding “Carmen,* “Rinaldo," and 
'Samson and Delilah.” She will also 
sing a group of ten songs by Ralph 
Vaughn Williams entitled “Ten 
Blake Songs” with clarinet accom­
paniment by Sharon Sabelfeldt.
JoAnn is from Tampa, Florida 
and hopes to return there to teach 
after graduating in May. When ask­
ed how she feels about graduating, 
she said, T can't wait! I like it here
but I'm ready to move on."
Jeff Webb will play several 
pieces on the piano, including “Rag 
Caprice" by Milhaud, 'Adagio” by 
Mozart,” a set of three fantasies by 
Schumann, and two preludes by 
Debussy. Webb says of his concert, 
Tve got some good music. I'm real­
ly confident about it.”
Lillian Kay Buker-Webb, a 
lyric soprano, will perform April 6 
in Kresge. She is planning to sing 
traditional arias from various 
operas and an excerpt from the 
English opera, "The Telephone,” by 
Menotti.
L illian , who m arried in 
December of 1985, is originally 
from Bedford, Indiana. She majors 
in vocal performance and would 
like to continue and get master's
degrees in music and theatrical per­
formance.
The' double recital of Pam 
Degner and Jann Stice will take 
place on April 27. Pam, a violinist, 
will play Joseph Hayden's “Con­
certo in C Major” and Bach's "Par­
tita Number Three.” She will 
graduate in August with a major in 
music education and a minor in 
communication. From Oak Creek, 
Wisconsin, she hopes to eventually 
teach strings and vocal music.
Jann Stice, a vocalist majoring 
in music education, has not made 
the final decision on what she will 
be performing. Jann is from Dear­
born, Michigan and hopes to teach 
music after graduation. “Maybe (I'll 
teach) in Kentucky. I always 
wanted to go there.”
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SAGA stigma: What’s in a name?
By Bill Cherry
"GROSS!” That was the answer 
I received when I asked an Olivet 
student, who wished to remain un­
named, "What is the first thing you 
think of when you hear the word 
‘SAGAT Unfortunately, every food 
service for every college in the 
country, including ours, probably 
has the same reputation among the 
students.;
No, the purpose of this article 
is not to sway the student opinion 
toward SAGA. The fact is, there ex­
ists on this campus two distinctly 
different food services. Though 
they both share a common name, 
the Red Room food service is quite 
different from its "other half."
Student opinion toward the 
Red Room food service tends to be | 
favorable. Diane Kupfersmith says, \ 
”1 love the fries and grinders. They 
are the best things that they have."
Kevin Stirratt shares a similar I 
viewpoint. "The pizzas are good. I 
usually only have to wait 15 
minutes for a large pizza.”
Though som e student opinion 
appears to be in favor of Red Room 
food, Todd Vicar, SAGA manager 
for the last 10 months here, seeks 
to make a ll student opinion 
favorable.
Hailing from Wisconsin, he has 
managed a deli, a pizza place, and 
several other SAGAs for colleges 
such as the University of Wiscon­
sin. Including the time he spent 
working as a student, he has been 
with SAGA for 10 years. ■
"We're fighting the SAGA im­
age, but I believe that we're doing 
an excellent job. We want to have a 
positive relationship with the 
students," states Vicar. "We feel 
that we have a decent product and 
we would like to raise student 
awareness about it.”
He plans to raise awareness 
and popularity for the Red Room 
SAGA in a number of ways. "I want 
to do right with what we have first, 
so we will spend about six weeks 
on the existing menu. We then plan 
to start playing off the student 
calendar and offering coupons aim­
ed for the hours between 7 and 11 
o'clock."
Other promotionals will in­
clude: sending weekly news of lun­
cheon menus to the faculty and 
staff, coupon booklets aimed at at­
tracting the night-side business, 
and a contest to design a new 
SAGA logo.
New food items on the way in­
clude nachos and tato skins.
Though the rumor that the 
food service is losing much money 
is false, comments are occasionally 
raised concerning the pricing of 
items. Jeff Lacy believes, 'I f  they 
took 10 percent off the prices and 
added a little more to. the items,
like they used to, they'd do better."
Concerning the pricing system, 
Vicar says, "The prices are set and 
approved by us. We do community 
comparisons with area restaurants, 
quarter-pounder for quarter- 
pounder, for example^ We aim to 
meet or beat their prices, and we 
are usually lower."
yicar concluded,^ “The Red 
Room is a positive place to come to. 
We want students to come and 
mingle and want our product. We 
want to create something that the 
students can be proud of.”
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With the first wave of tests 
over, and the first wave of term 
papers coming due for second 
semester, the occasion has once-’ 
again arrived to critique and con­
sider the present grading system. 
This is the plus/minus system.
Two years ago this system was 
approved by the faculty and ad­
ministration, and it started being 
officially used on transcripts as of 
the 1984-1985 school year.
Even though the students were . 
polled, oh the issue before its of­
ficial passing, and were found to be 
in favor of it, conflicting opinions 
often arise.
Dave Bolander, sophomore, 
comments; "It's not the greatest 
system, but you know that you just 
can't skim by. You, at least, always 
know exactly what you are doing."
The majpr difficulty he "sees 
with it, however, is that academic 
standards for scholarships weren't 
adjusted to fit the new system.
Juli Von Seggen, freshman, 
believes that the system is flawed 
at the top.
"One can easily fall short of a
Do we have your 
picture? Would you 
like to have it?
Has your picture appeared in ; 
The Glimmerglass ?
To get the original print,'con­
tact Jay Martinson or write to Box 
24.
Be sure to describe the photo 
and include the date of the issue in 
which it appeared.
4.0 (A), but one can never rise 
above an A + . There is no such 
thing! In this case, one's GPA never 
benefits no matter how well one 
does.” She believes that there were 
enough distinctions in the straight 
letter system, but doesn't really 
mind this one.
Associate Professor of English, 
Lottie Phillips,T has used this 
method of grading since she began 
teaching.
She assures students, "Pluses 
and minuses are given on straight 
points. I have to evaluate the 
borderline grades upon attendance 
and participation of the student.” 
These policies are previously an­
nounced in the syllabus. "It’s the 
group hovering at the bottom (C+, 
D -  range) that are complaining 
that the system might not be fair,” 
she believes.
"It's one way to give a measure 
of excellence to those that earn it. 
There is an edge for the student, 
and I am for the student."
Further information about the 
current grading system can be 
found on page 57 of the 1985-1986 
Olivet catalog.
H  j  SALADS, 
DINNERS
JPIZZAJ  SANDWICHES 
THE FAMILY PIZZERIA.
FREE DELIVERY TO CAMPUS
935-1212 




“ THE BIG SANDWICH i t
BEST DEALS IN TOWN 
ON THE BEST EATIN’ ALL AROUND
H a r d e e i
448 S. Main - Bourbonnais 
1515 W. Court - Kankakee 





Good at a ll participating Hardee’s.
Please present this coupon before 
ordering. One coupon 
per customer, please.
Y la r d e e r
This Coupon
not good in combination with 
any other offers.
EXPIRES 3-12-86 
■ m  COUPON ¿ H «
Wj&iM
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VIEWPOINT
Education approaches differ
By John M. Hardin
For a fair treatment of whether a state university or a small Christian 
college prepares a person better for his prospective vocation, it is 
necessary that we have a basic understanding of the general purposes of 
both a state university and a small Christian college. From the start, the 
two institutions^ fundamental approaches to education differ. Generally, a 
state school is more concerned with developing a specific skill in a person 
than with the overall development of that person. The latter is the purpose 
of a small, private, and especially Christian college. By attending a school 
such as Olivet, one is likely to come away with a different world v iew -a  
Christian world view -and will have a tendency, more so than one who 
attends a university, to look at everything from a Christian perspective.
This is very important, but what is more important is to consider what 
field one is going into and at which institution-it would be best to study 
that particular field. There are many good aspects of a university. If one's 
field requires much research, or if the person is interested in a field such 
as engineering, there are many things which a university can offer him. 
Many universities have excellent research facilities, and they also provide 
a solid technical background, both of which may be lacking at certain 
small colleges.
However, there are certain things which a small college can offer that 
a state school cannot. For example, although the University of Illinois has 
an excellent research program in education, the practical aspect of the 
education department itself is-very weak. I believe many smaller colleges 
such as Olivet have very practical education departments. This may be 
due to the smaller, more personal environment, which allows for more in­
teraction between professors and students. This professor/student rela­
tionship is one of the more important aspects of a small liberal arts college 
while it is usually absent in the liberal arts college at a large university.
All these things-the school one chooses to attend and the field that 
person chooses to go into-certainly affects how successful the individual 
person will be in his chosen profession. Some people will choose a big 
name university over a smaller college because of the prestige, and that 
will definitely influence employers. Other people will choose certain 
fields which will give them financial stability-society is definitely 
money-oriented. However, being adequately prepared for one's vocation 
depends more on the person than it does on whether that person goes to a 
university or a small Christian college; whether he studies EE (electrical 
engineering) or social work. At a university there are more opportunities 
for academic involvement,'but that doesn't necessarily mean that a person 
will become a better thinker. Likewise, as I said earlier, a Christian college 
gives the opportunity to its students to come away with a world view from 
a Christian perspective. Yet many students do not gain this. The operative 
word is “OPPORTUNITY.'' Both universities and small colleges give ex­
cellent opportunities, but that doesn't mean that students will take advan­
tage of them.
Students need to strive to do their best with what has been offered 
them. Once a student decides to do something with thèse opportunities, 
he will need to decide what he wants to study and where the best place "to 
study would be. There is nothing good or bad, or inherently evil about a 
state university despite what some people would have us believe. In fact, 
they can offer much more than any small college could, but there are also 
things a small college can offer that a state school cannot. Whatever 
choice is made, this must be kept in mind: It is not the school, and it is not 
the major that makes the person, but it is what the person does at that 








Philosophy of the lowest common 
denominator
By Eric Johnson
In trying to compare Olivet with the state school I specifically dealt 
with the question in relating to my major, psychology, and how well the 
student is prepared for the professional world. I transferred from Purdue 
University at Calumet and a few comparisons come to mind.
The one thing that most characterizes the psychology program here at 
ONC is that it is dominated by a clinical/counseling focus. In contrast, 
at PUC they had a slightly less intensive focus, but a more diversified one 
which included much in the experimental mode of psychology, both in 
lecture and in participation, which is basically non-existent here. The 
neglect of experimental psychology could be a problem for those of us 
who plan on attending graduate school. However, this is not to say that 
the psychology program is insufficient, but rather it is more specialized, 
thereby giving the student greater exposure to the elements of psychology 
relevant to clinical/counseling psychology.
This would indicate from an academic viewpoint that a student truly 
interested in going into another area of psychology would do well to either 
go to a different college or put considerable effort into educating oneself 
about the specific topic. Indeed this seems indicative of the educational at­
titude of ONC in general. I’ve heard this need for the interested student to 
educate himself expressed as "The philosophy of lowest common 
denominator education." (S.B., 1986) This translates as an educational pro­
gram geared towards the average to low average college student rather 
than the above average to superior student. This "philosophy" tends to 
hold back the above average student and forcing the average to perform 
better, the pygmalion effect. Bringing this into comparison with PUC, this 
educational attitude is present, but to a much lesser degree; if a student 
can't academically handle college he is dismissed, as opposed to coddled.
ONC epitomizes the idea of “it is what you make it.” If the student 
wants to be educated the opportunities exist here, but he will have to real­
ly put forth some individual effort to obtain it. While if the student 
chooses, he can simply float through the program and get the degree.
This is true to a lesser degree at a state school. Many of the floaters 
decide that they can't handle the curriculum or the school decides for 
them.
Of course the idea of being educated by the time a student graduates 
assumes a certain amount of self-responsiblity and self-reliance. The con­
cept and practice of self-responsibility is only learned both on the profes- 
sional/academic and personal level by the freedom to make choices and to 
accept their natural consequences, a freedom that is for the most part 
denied here at ONC. This restriction of choices also takes place at state 
schools and indeed, a certain amount of rules and regulations must, in a 
practical sense, be observed even in the non-college version of reality. 
Thus we must accept the constraints of society throughout life but there is 
an optimum balance between freedom and constraint of choice.
In general Olivet compares well with state schools' curriculum for 
specific majors, psychology, being one of them. But as far as preparation 
for . the professional world, thé balance of responsibility lies with the 
motivation of the student. ONC won't force you to be educated before you 
graduate, in the same way state schools do, but if you want, you can be.






I believe our foundation in Christ 
gives a definite advantage over 
state schools. I want success in the 
professional world, but the only 
things that matter are the things 
done for God. When we trust and 
obey God, we are successful in His 
eyes.
j j i l i p r omm




I think we are too sheltered at 
ONC. Here we don't encounter a 
lot of struggles facing Christian 
students attending state schools. 
Also most state schools don’t follow 
a liberal arts curriculum, conse­
quently cutting out courses that 
don’t portain to your major, so ac­
tual experience begins earlier.
mü
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The advantage Olivet should have 
is that it offers an “Education with a 
Christian purpose." However, 
Olivet should consider if it is 
defeating this purpose by its unoffi­
cial motto, “a step above the rest." 
Where else can one learn to be con­
cerned with aesthetic beauty, con­
sider oneself better than ones 





I appreciate Olivet because it offers 
me outstanding opportunities to 
grow in Christ and to develop my 
mind, not only in preparation for 
my profession, but also in helping 
me exercise my Christian perspec­
tive.
i S M
S B |  B
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The question basically boils down 
to a trade-off. With the Christian 
college, you have a distinct, moral, 
non-threatening environment as 
opposed to the more distracting en­
vironment of a secular university. 
On the other hand, you also have 
the subjection of academics to 
religious beliefs (e.g., closing 
libraries for services and censor­
ship of classroom material); The in­
dividual student must choose 
which environment is best for him.
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Dean Brooks — a “people person” administrator
By Lesta Mack
Many Olivet students know 
Dean Brooks as an administrator, 
one of the men in dark suits we see 
sitting in front of us in Chapel, or 
around the long row of tables in the 
Red Room during lunch. But 
Grover Brooks is also a person, a 
person with opinions, ideas, and 
dreams.
Dean Brooks has been a 
member of the Olivet team for 21 
years and will not hesitate to tell 
you that Olivet is the best, (if not 
the only), Nazarene college to at­
tend. He believes Olivet has an ex­
cellent academic program due in 
part to the fine faculty and leaders. 
But the fea tu re  th at m ost 
distinguishes ONC from other col­
leges is the student body. He 
believes our students are unique 
and supply us with many able and 
co m m itted  stu d en t lead ers. 
Needless to say, Dean Brooks is a 
tru e  "p e o p le  p e rso n " and 
thoroughly enjoys his job.
His job has changed over the 
many years, and has included be­
ing Resident Director of Chapman, 
Associate Dean of Students, and 
presently, Dean of Students. 
Though now his decisions affect 
students on a much larger scale, he 
misses the close “first name” basis 
he used to share with the students 
in Chapman. Dean Brooks views 
his job now as a great opportunity 
to work with students and sees it is 
a form of ministry. He would like
to bring new ideas to campus social 
life. He helped bring us the quad, 
the ice rink, and hopes soon to see 
the physical fitness center. Dean 
Biooks in concerned with students 
personally as well as socially, 
however.
He advises students to take ad­
vantage of their time here at Olivet. 
'Use it to grow spiritually, socially, 
and academically.“ He stresses that 
you need to have fun while making 
a strong commitment to respon­
sibility and independence. He 
hopes to see ONC students to rise 
as leaders in the community and 
the church and to see his personal 
goal fulfilled, ' . .  .to  make Olivet 
the finest Christian institution you 
can find anyplace."
Someone worth knowing.
A look at Kim Keegan
By Ruth Crowell
What are your emotions upon 
seeing a handicapped person? Do 
you feel pity, fear or curiosity? Or 
are you uncomfortable and try to 
avoid them?
Most of us have never really 
been around a person with a handi­
cap and thus feel uncomfortable 
when we do come in contact with 
one. Instead of dealing with these 
feelings it is easier to avoid the per­
son, or to overreact by mothering 
them.
1 have a special friend with a 
handicap whom many people 
know here at ONC—Kam Keegan. 
She has had to deal with these 
reactions from others all her life.
Often she asks “Why do people 
avoid me?" I have often w on-. 
dered this myself. I guess we have 
to make ourselves vulnerable 
when becoming close to someone 
with a handicap. It becomes 
necessary to honestly admit our ig­
norance of their needs, feelings and 
wishes: to give of ourselves. This 
can be a humbling and yet very 
rewarding experience.
Most of us don't seem to want 
to spend the extra time a friendship 
with a handicapped person re­
quires. Because of previous rejec­
tions it sometimes takes a long time 
for them to gain trust in others. It 
also takes time to do simple things 
with them, for example, walking to
supper if they use crutches or a 
wheelchair."
Kim says, "People try to hide 
their discomfort when they first 
meet me. They stay distant, and I 
can tell I'm treated like a china doll,' 
or else mothered until I can't stand 
it. On the other hand, some people 
do ask me questions and are honest 
with me. I can tell them that I have 
cerebral palsy which is a birth 
defect. I can reassure them that 
they will not catch it from me."
Cerebral palsy makes the 
muscles contract very tightly. Kim 
has had four operations to release 
her tightening muscles, the most 
recent being in July, 1984. This 
operation was a major step in Kim's 
life as she chose to have it herself. 
It proved to be a success in that she 
can now walk much straighter then 
before, as her knees and ankles 
were straightened.
Presently, Kim has to wear 
braces, although if improvement 
continues, she may not need them 
in the future. Kim says, "I will pro­
bably always have to use my crut­
ches because I don't have a good 
sense of balance, but that's ok, I’m 
much better now than I have ever 
been before.”
Kim’s handicap is only one 
facet of her personality. She says, "I 
want people to see the person I am 
inside, not just my crutches, my 
handicap."
Because she is able to do and 
be anything anybody else can do 
except walk normally, she should 
be treated like everybody else. As 
Kim's friend, I know how much 
she really cares for others and 
wants to reach out to them, but 
sometimes she doesn't know quite 
how to go about doing this. It's hard 
to know how to communicate who 
you really are, the core of your per­
sonality, when people treat you as 
abnormal.
Even Kim's major, history, 
reflects her concern for others. 
"History is important because it oc­
curs in cycles. We need to know 
about history so we don’t repeat 
mistakes in the future. I like learn­
ing about people and places even if 
it takes a lot of patience to fit dates
and events together like a puzzle," 
she says. Kim would like to get her 
master's degree in history and 
eventually work in a museum.
Presently, Kim is taking one 
day at a time dealing with the stress 
of college life. She says, "God 
brought me to ONC, I don't know 
what has kept me going after all I 
have gone through, but I know I 
want to finish! God has introduced 
me to certain people who have 
helped me, and He's shown me 
things that will make be a better, 
stronger person. I'm still learning to 
cope after 20 years, but I'm break­
ing down inner walls and getting 
closer to God every day."
Kim is but one example of a 
handicapped person; others may be 
handicapped emotionally, or even 
spiritually. Can't we all see- han­
dicaps in our own lives? It is nor­
mal for people to feel uncomfor­
table in new situations and around 
new people such as those who have 
handicaps. But how we react in at­
titudes and actions is a choice each
person has to make. For example, 
many people express a desire to 
“get to know Kim' but choose to 
. continually "put it off until tomor­
row.” '
One thing that always strikes 
me when I read Mark 1:40-45 
when Jesus healed a man with 
-leprosy is that he “reached out his 
hand and touched the man.” Jesus 
took the risk and touched him. I 
hope that getting a glimpse of the 
person behind the handicap will 
help you to overcome your fears, 
enabling you to make yourself 
vulnerable by reaching out and 
touching people who are different 
from yourself like Christ did.
My friendship with Kim has 
been very rewarding as not only 
have I been privileged to see her 
grow and change, but the Lord has 
changed me in the process. He has 
opened my eyes to see others as he 
sees them, and I am so glad He us­














Oh, y ou . . . !
A one, and a t w o . ..
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Brooks Koble shoots for two.
Injuries take toll on
By Brett Frankhauser
During the women's basketball 
season they have been faced, with 
many problems. They have had 
serious injuries at the wrong times 
of the season, and have had to put 
up with many different starting 
line-ups.
The season started just like any 
other one would. Practicing and 
learning the plays and getting into 
shape were their main purposes. 
No one ever expected to be side­
lined early in the season, but that's 
what happened. Four of the players 
went out early, and the season 
started off "a coaches' nightmare."
Then, when everyone was in 
working order again, and the se­
cond half just starting, two more 
players went out with injuries.
Dawn Prescher went out with 
a serious injury; then as she slowly 
.came back, Yvonne Hendricks 
went out with an ankle injury.
Luckily for Coach Doenges they 
happened at different times.
With so many changes in the 
line-up they found it hard to play as 
a team. They have suffered tough 
losses to Judson, Eureka, St. Fran­
cis, Concordia, University of 
Chicago, Trinity Christian, and 
most recently to Kankakee Com­
munity College. These losses have 
also changed a lot of the rhythm 
they have tried to get going.
Yvonne Hendricks was asked 
how she felt about this year com­
pared to last. She said that this 
year's team is too young to get any 
rhythm going.
"All year we've tried to play 
with a sense of teamwork. Some­
times it didn't work out because of 
the changes we went through. Our 
squad is young. We didn't have as 
many players back this season. I 
think that's what hurt us a little. 
This year has been a learning ex­
perience more than anything," 
Hendricks stated.
The learning experience she is 
talking about deals with the make­
up of the team. This year's team is 
made up mostly of freshmen and 
transfer students. Very few players 
returned this season.
Yvonne also commented on 
the team's performance. "Even 
though we haven't had a good year 
record-wise, we’ve had fun playing 
together, and trying to work as a 
team. I think that in two years, or 
even next year, we will have an 
awesome team. All we need to do is 
to keep working as a team."
Since the start of their season, 
they have really strived to put 
everything together. A good way to 
help them might be a little more 
fan support. If school spirit helps 
other teams, just think what it 






f  When you begin to talk with Olivet sophomore Bob Manville 
about wrestling, you can see a twinkle begin to develop in his eyes.
That gleam is a result of the determination that Manville seems 
to apply to everything he does, be it wrestling or preparing for a 
test. For Manville strives to fulfill his full potential, and his goals are 
lofty enough that it takes hard work to reach them.
The stout grappler has set lofty goals for this year. "My goal this 
year is to be NCCAA champion," Manville said. “My senior goal is to 
be NAIA champion. It will take persistence, that is the key thing. 
And I must keep my eyes on God and remember He will give me 
the strength to reach my goals."
It took a while for Manville to get back in shape for wrestling, 
after a three-year layoff that dates' to his senior year at Dansville 
High School, where he was a Michigan state champion in the 
138-pound class and posted a 30-3 record his senior season. He also 
ran on the cross country team his final two years at Dansville, but 
his true love remained wrestling.
This love was interrupted by a two-year stint in the Army, and 
last year as a freshman he was not able to go back to the mat * 
because of an arm injury incurred in the service.
"It was really tough coming back," Manville said. "It was like 
learning to walk again after three years."
Manville served as a paratrooper in the service and logged 24 
jumps during his enlistment. Though he was stationed at Fort Bragg 
in North Carolina, he made visits to Spain, Panama and Honduras.
"I learned a lot about myself and about people outside the 
church," said Manville. “I learned about the real world. That is 
where I began my personal relationship with Christ. That is where 
it became more than religion for me. I couldn't depend on my 
parents anymore, so I had to lean on God. There was so much 
pressure to do things." _
Manville found that his fellow servicemen would jeer him 
for a while, but once they were convinced of his sincerity in serving 
God, their jeers turned to-respect. "If you set a Christ-like example 
they began to respect you and defend you for it," he said. "It came to 
a point where nobody would swear in front of me."
Life at Olivet was an adjustment for Manville after a military 
existence. "All the rules changed," he said. "The rules pretty much 
reverse. What weren't rules in the Army were here, and vice versa.”
One thing Manville didn't mind doing at Olivet was following in 
the footsteps of brothers Mike and Dave, who was an NCCAA 
champion at 142 pounds his senior year at ONC. “A lot of people 
knew me because of my brothers, So that made it easier," said'Man- 
ville.
Manville is a business finance major, but he isn't sure what he 
will go into after graduation. “One thing I quit doing is trying to plan 
my life four years ahead of time," he said. "Because God always 
seems to change things every six months."
Business courses are a welcome change of pace to Manville, as 
he started college as a pre-med student. So why does he enjoy 
business? 'You can relate it to what you do every day," he said.
Manville's coming days will be spent preparing for the NCCAA 
championships which will be held at Olivet on March 1. Good luck, 
Bob.
-...a —... /  ^ 0
Athlete of the Month Bob Manville
BUY ONE PIZZA 
GET ONE FREE!
Buy any size Little Caesars Original round 
pizza at regular price, get the identical 
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As I see it
How many times have you heard the cliche "it's not whether 
you win or lose, it’s how you play the game." This catchy phrase is 
true to,a point, but any athlete realizes that an occasional win makes 
their respective sport more enjoyable.
As an assistant coach for a local YMCA eight-to-nine year old 
basketball team, I recently realized how true this is. The Mini, the 
team's nickname, won its first game of the. year, but then came a 
three-game-losing streak. You could feel the tension in their young 
faces as each week they tried to come from behind, only to fall
short. ^
Through the losses they still enjoyed basketball and continued 
to give their all, but there was something missing. That missing link 
came last Saturday in the form of a desperately needed win.
No, winning should not be the most important thing at any 
level, except the professional. But if a team or an individual does not 
go into a contest with the intention of trying to win, then this is also 
a case of twisted priorities.
All of this brings me to the topic of Olivet's women's basketball 
team, which has won just two games in the past two seasons. Those 
who don't know the girls and how they play, might say that the 
team just doesn't try and the girls are lazy. These ideas should be 
quickly dispelled, as the girls do care and they do give their all every 
game.
I witnessed the lady Tigers face crosstown rival Kankakee Com­
munity College last Thursday, and the determination showed on 
their faces late in the game—though they were down b'y about 30 
points.
The score didn't keep the Tigers from hustling up and down the 
court and going for every loose ball. The effort was definitely there, 
and I also witnessed sortie players with talent. Those girls without 
much raw talent, seemed to make up for it with their determina­
tion.
But the losses continue to pile up. It is time for the Olivet 
athletic advisors to evaluate the girl's basketball program, and make 
some tough decisions. How much good does it do the school, the op­
posing schools, and most of all, the girls, to continually lose by 30-50 
jxnnts?^,________  .... L_ . ... :___  . . . . . . . .  . .  ..
INTRAMURAL SPORTS —
Tiger basketball ratings jump
EXPERIENCE 
AIR FORCE NURSING.
Experience — the opportunity for advanced edu­
cation, specialization and flight nursing. 
Experience — the opportunity to develop manage­
ment skills as an Air Force officer. 
Experience — excellent starting pay, complete 
medical and dental care and 30 days of vaca­
tion with pay each year.
Experience — being part of a highly professional 
health-care team.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
TSgt. Tom Renardo 
10735 S. Cicero Ave.
Oaklawn, IL 60453
312-425-4021 Outside areas call collect
A ir Force
A great way to. practice nursing.




What a week it was for the 
Olivet Nazarene College basket­
ball team.
The Tigers capped off this past 
week, which included a near-upset 
of Chicago State and a big win over 
Aurora, with their biggest road vic­
tory of the year—an 82-74 decision 
over Purdue-Calumet Saturday 
night.
“It was our first' road win 
against a teaip that was highly 
favored against us," said Olivet 
Coach Ralph Hodge. "This is the 
biggest win of the year for us. It 
was definitely a team effort.”
P u rd u e-C alu m et, w h ich  
entered the game ranked second in 
NAIA District 21, fell to 17-8 with 
the loss. While ONC moved to 
10-16 and should move up in the 
District 20 Dunkel ratings, after 
starting the week rated seventh.
"It's going to skyrocket," said 
Hodge of the rating. "But we have 
to make sure we keep our feet on 
the ground. If we can continue to 
improve it should be an interesting 
second half of the season."
Olivet trailed 13-8 five minutes 
into the contest, but rallied to take 
the lead (20-19) for good with 7:47 
to go in the first half.
Calumet trailed by as many as 
11 (68-57) in the second half, before 
cutting the Tigers' lead to 75-70 
with 2:05 remaining. Purdue had 
the ball and was trying to cut the 
margin to three, when Dennis Met­
calf came up with a big steal.
The Tigers, who were 32-of-60 
from the field, hung on for the win, 
despite hitting only 9-of-15 free 
throws in the game's last 7:25.
Metcalf led a balanced Tiger at­
tack with 17 points, while Todd
Leander added 14. Brooks Koble 
and Kenton Hasselbring each had 
11 points.
Purdue-Calumet was led by 
gudrd Tony Vermejan's 22 points, 
while 6-6 forward Tony Garvey 
and 6-10 center Tim Gabrish added 
18 and 16 points respectively. 
Gabrish also had nine boards, and 
6-6 forward Jeff Pendleton had 14 
points.
"T hey  have aw fu l good 
strength inside," said Hodge. “We 
made it our game, and they had 
trouble getting the ball inside."
Aurora entered Birchard Gym 
as a heavy favorite with an 18-4 
record, but Olivet wasn't easily im­
pressed and cruised to an 84-65 
win. Leander led the Tigers with 18 
points, while Metcalf added 14 and 
Davis and Rob Collins each had 12.
The Tigers suffered a 94-91 loss 
at Chicago State, which has a 
71-game homecourt winning streak 
and a chance of participating in the 
NIT Tournament.
Olivet was paced by Kenton 
Hasselbring's 27 points and 6 re­
bounds. Leander added 22 points 
and 12 boards and Davis had 12 
points. Olivet trailed by as many as 
11 in the second half, but rallied 
back only to have a missed shot 
with :46 to play keep them from 
taking the lead.
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Personals
R.,
To the best roomie. You've always 




Thanks for being the greatest 
roomie in the world!
Karen
To Mike, Eric and Norm, 
What's the word?
Tiff,
Good luck with the new 
wheels. May they never grace 




Thanks for being a special little 
buddy. Love ya!
Di,
Thanks for putting up with me for 
2 years. You're great. Love,
Your roomy
J C . |
D'.W. lovers are the best lovers! 




Have you had nice years at ONC?
WJP




We . miss you Bat-man, nobody 
spits pop out his nose anymore.
i J and J
Mrs. Westenberger,
My name is not Jeff. It is not' Joy. 






Joy, Yad senitnelav yppah kaerb So wh°  is ‘his Aimee Hoffmann 
retniw rof tiaw tnac I uoy nac ! , woman? 1 cant find her anywhere.
Klaren«
Scott Apple:
Thanks for being my pianist in 
the Star Search! You made a very 
happy experience possible. Don’t 
lose that dream.
Little Girl





Hey Little girl, Can't wait till July Woodrork 
18! Old Man. Woodcock,
You re the greatest!
T.J. - Don't worry, I still have your 
number. I'll-prove it tonight! Your 
Favorite Woogie
To All ONC Men, Thank you for 
going out with us on Twirp Week­
end. Don't forget to ask us on your 
weekends. The Faithful Twirpers
To the Term Paper Queen:
Hey Snowflake! Keep your 
chin up! Only one week 'til you're 






Don't point your finger at me!
Dud
Confused? Need direction? 
Bring your problem to 
Dr. Klarence Bjerk, a personal 
counselor to Phyllis Levy. 




The Glimmerglass apologizes for not having room to run this 
photo of Vicki Burton and Doug Xanders in our Valentine’s 





S P E C I A L
10 - 30-minute visits 
for $25.00
70% DISCOUNT 
to students on any hair service j
387 S. Main, Bourbonnais 




CUTS BY EXPERIENCED STYUSTS 
GET THE PERM 
STYLE YOU 
WANT - BUT 
LEAVE PERM 
ODOR BEHIND!
^ t]n p re» io fT > ^  H
HAIR HOUSE
OF BOURBONNAIS
151 W. Harrison 
Bourbonnais 
937-HAIR / 937-4247 






W hat can I say? You're the greatest. But let m e tell you 
som ething. Living in Kankakee after graduation is really a 
drag. I th ink I'll move to Chicago w here seeing beautiful 
w om en is not a rare experience. Got any tips on dating in the 
big city? How should I handle the transition from  Kankakee 
girls to the northern belles? '
Ex-ONC-Rocker-Radical
Dear Ex:
I take it you've seen this year's freshm en.. .  My only tip oh 
dating in the big city comes from the diary of Great Uncle Casanova 
Bjerk. He said, "You have to train a lot of dogs before you can catch 
the fox."
Dear K.B.:
Rum or has it that you will be graduating soon (being a 
7-year senior). Well, who will ever replace you??!??!!! Is there 
a Klarence B jerk  apprenticeship course? If  so, than I feel that 
I qualify:
I. I lifeguard for the swim m ing pool atop of C halfant.
II. I too own a K-m art blue light fishing hat! M ine has 
w orm s on it.
III. Freshm en have the sam e effect on m e as the flu. 
Like my wide gram m a' By'Golli always said, "Sooner or
later the top banana m ust leave, so By'Golli, take your shoe 
o ff and stick your foot in the door and leave em  w ith a linger­
ing arom a of your presence!
Sincerely waiting a  reply from  my idol!
Klara By'Golli
Dear Klara:
Y e s . . .Klarence is graduating. This means, as it does for all 
other Olivet guys, I need a w ife .: .  real bad. You have the qualities 
it takes to make a big-time. . .  want to elope? As far as the column 
goes, I think you left your shoes off too long .. .try again in your 
next life. Maybe you'll come back as a real writer.
Dear K .B.:
I have been very frustrated lately w ith a  m ajority o f the 
guys at Olivet. M ost o f them  have girlfriends at hom e, yet still 
flirt and lead on girls here. I would like to know  w hat a girl is 
supposed to do about dates on this cam pus.
Frustrated Freshm an
Dear Freshman:
Here are five tips. I should charge for the service, but I feel 
sorry for you since you're not an upper-ck «man.
1. Quit smelling like a freshman.
2. Wear your hair over your face instead of behind it.
3. Go back home until you’re not a freshman any more.
4. Don't serve balloons in place of food during open dorms.
5. Get rid of your boyfriend at home.
To correspond with Time Magazine's Man of the Year, Guru Klar­
ence Bjerk, write:
Klarence Bjerk 





(From 8 p.m. to close)
SWEETHEART SPECIAL (Couples Only!)
2 Single Meat Snacks / 2 Chips 
2 Medium Drinks / 2 cups of Soup
$5.50
(Does not include crab)
646 S. Main, Bourbonnais  •  936-2874
FREE DELIVERY
WITH PURCHASE OF $6.00 OR MORE
Delivery: 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
rr»m w ->ki
EXPIRES 3-12-86
